The commonly recognized mechanisms for spatial regulation inside the cell are membrane-bounded compartmentalization and biochemical association with subcellular organelles. We use computational modeling to investigate another spatial regulation mechanism mediated by the microtubule network in the cell. Our results demonstrate that the mitotic spindle can impose strong sequestration and concentration effects on molecules with binding affinity for microtubules, especially dynein-directed cargoes. The model can recapitulate the essence of three experimental observations on distinct microtubule network morphologies: the sequestration of germ plasm components by the mitotic spindles in the Drosophila syncytial embryo, the asymmetric cell division initiated by the time delay in centrosome maturation in the Drosophila neuroblast, and the diffusional block between neighboring energids in the Drosophila syncytial embryo. Our model thus suggests that the cell cycle-dependent changes in the microtubule network are critical for achieving different spatial regulation effects. The microtubule network provides a spatially extensive docking platform for molecules and gives rise to a ''structured cytoplasm'', in contrast to a free and fluid environment. 
Introduction
The microtubule network is commonly recognized as the major mechanical skeleton that drives cell division. Numerous seminal experimental observations led us to speculate that the microtubule network could also serve as a spatial regulator for cellular components. Many molecules can bind with microtubules either directly, or indirectly through other microtubule-binding molecules. Binding to microtubules causes the partial sequestration of the molecules by the microtubule network, the degree of which depends on the binding affinities, as well as the microtubule density. In addition, motor protein-mediated binding leads to convective fluxes that help rearrange the spatial localization of the cargo molecules. For example, in pace with the progression of mitosis, a number of mitotic spindle checkpoint proteins accumulate at the poles of the mitotic spindle via the active transport of dyneins along the microtubules [1, 2] . Microtubulemediated spatial regulation also plays critical functional roles in various biological processes, e.g. the determination of embryo polarity and cell fates in the syncytial Drosophila embryo [3, 4] , the establishment of dorsal-ventral axis in the Xenopus embryo [5, 6] , the asymmetric cell division in the Drosophila central brain neuroblast [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
The effectiveness of microtubule-mediated sequestration and its consequent spatial regulation can be much higher than intuitively expected. For example, in the Drosophila syncytial embryo, the germ plasm components translocate in a dynein-dependent manner from the posterior embryo cortex onto the mitotic spindles which have migrated to the vicinity [4] . The germ plasm components become strongly concentrated at the poles of these spindles. The transport process is almost leak-free: the germ plasm components only concentrate at one pole of the spindle if the spindle happens to orient somewhat perpendicular to the cortex, keeping the distal pole a few micrometers away from the cortex (cf. fig. 6B of [4] ). The leakfree behavior is surprising, because dyneins travel along the microtubule processively only for ,1 mm [12] . During the journey of 5,10 mm towards the spindle pole, they almost certainly fall off the microtubule and are then supposed to rapidly diffuse into the cytoplasm. Unless the dyneins rebind to microtubules very soon, the contrast in concentrations cannot emerge between the two poles.
In this work we use computational models to study the spatial regulation by the microtubule network. We first show that the microtubule density in a mitotic spindle is high enough to cause the biased concentration of dyneins and their cargoes onto one pole, as observed by Lerit et al [4] . We then extend the results and propose a possible mechanism for the asymmetric distribution of cell fate determinants during the asymmetric cell division. Finally, we show that the partial sequestration under modest microtubule densities explains the delayed diffusion and the photobleach recovery pattern of Dorsal proteins in the syncytial Drosophila embryo [13] . Our work suggests that the microtubule network, by dynamically altering its own architecture, is able to achieve different spatial sequestration effects and facilitate different cellular processes at various stages of the cell cycle.
Results

Agent based model
We used agent-based stochastic simulation to compute the spatial distribution of the molecules with binding affinity for microtubules. We traced the spatial trajectory of each molecule. They diffuse in the cytoplasm when unbound. And they travel along the microtubule when bound, the velocity of which depends on the associated motor proteins, and is zero if not associated with a motor.
The microtubule-binding molecule or motor-cargo complex is simplified as a spherical particle of 10 nm in diameter. In reality, these particles can assume various shapes, and the dimensions can differ up to an order of magnitude. But the size and shape does not significantly affect the binding dynamics as long as the binding is diffusion-limited ( Figure S1 , increase of particle radius by an order of magnitude only doubles the effective binding rate). A free particle diffuses in the cell with a diffusion coefficient, D (1,20 mm 2 /s). It binds to a microtubule when the two objects are close by within a critical distance, d 0 ( = 0.8 nm). It unbinds from the microtubule with a dissociation rate, k (,1 s 21 ). If the particle represents a molecular motor and/or motor-cargo complex, then the particle, when bound, will travel along the microtubule unidirectionally with a velocity, V (,1 mm/s). The parameters of the model are taken from independent experimental measurements/estimates, with references and/or reasoning listed in Table 1 .
We started with the simulation of a 3D mitotic spindle-dynein system. Located in a cell of 20 mm in diameter, the model spindle consists of microtubules originated from two opposite spindle poles distanced by 10 mm. Each spindle pole organizes 800 microtubules within the 90u-cone, which is centered along the spindle axis and based at the mid-plane. Each pole also organizes 800 astral microtubules outside the cone (Figure 1 ). The density of microtubules is essentially 6 times higher within the spindle cone because the cone encases ,15% of the surface area on a spherical surface. Each microtubule is represented by a cylinder of 25 nm in diameter, extending from the spindle pole to the mid-cell plane or the cell boundary.
Sequestration by mitotic spindle
Motivated by the observed dynein-mediated sequestration of checkpoint proteins [1, 2] , and germ plasm components at the spindle poles [4] , we first used our computational model to simulate the spatial regulation of dyneins by the mitotic spindle, and the conclusion naturally extends to the cargoes of the dyneins. Our simulation demonstrated that dyneins are indeed intensely sequestered by the microtubule spindle, and highly concentrated around the spindle poles ( Figure 1) . The results directly explain the observations on dynein localization by Lerit et al [4] mentioned in the Introduction. If dyneins are initially evenly distributed throughout the cell, within 20 s they concentrate onto the two spindle poles ( Figure 1A and Movie S1). At equilibrium, 98% dyneins are located within 1 mm around the spindle poles ( Figure 1B) . This scenario corresponds to the experimentally observed spindles that are sufficiently immersed in the cortex layer; the germ plasm components originally in the cortex are concentrated onto the spindle poles (right of fig.6B and right of fig.3C in [4] ). For the few observed spindles that only touch the cortex layer with one pole (middle left of fig.6B and lower left of fig.3C in [4] ), we simulated the transport process with the dyneins initially released from one end of the cell, close to one of the spindle poles. Within 10 seconds, the dyneins are strongly concentrated on the proximal spindle pole, but almost none on the opposite pole ( Figure 1C and Movie S2). Although dyneins will eventually equilibrate to an equal partition between the two spindle poles, like the equilibrium state resulting from the symmetric initial distribution, the time scale for the turnover is on the order of tens of hours (,10 5 s), much longer than the relevant time scale for germ cell formation, or even the life span of the syncytial embryo (,3 hrs). Thus, the model suggests that the microtubule-mediated sequestration effect can last long enough and serve as a robust mechanism to govern the spatial localization of signaling proteins in cellular processes. In this case, the two halves of the microtubule spindle essentially partition the cytoplasm into two non-interacting regions for the dyneinassociated molecules. Intuitively, the microtubule density is critical for the spatial regulation effect; thus the change in the microtubule density over the cell cycle can affect the spatial pattern of the microtubulebinding molecules. Figure 2 demonstrates that the increase of microtubule density enhances the sequestration effect (defined as the fraction of bound particles) and the concentration effect ). Legends are same as in (A). Dyneins become strongly concentrated around the proximal spindle pole within 10 s, but almost none on the opposite spindle pole. Over the simulated duration of 3000 s, only 0.3% dyneins turn over to the opposite pole. Assume that the turnover is a Poisson process, then prob(wait time,t) = 12exp(2t/t), where t is the characteristic turnover time, or the reciprocal of the turnover rate. Plugging in prob = 0.003 and t = 3000 s gives t = 10 5 s. Both simulations in (A) and (C) are carried out with 1000 non-interacting dyneins and each half-spindle consisting of 800 spindle microtubules and 800 astral microtubules. The dyneins are expelled from the spindle pole immediately as they arrive, i.e. the spindle poles are reflecting boundaries. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0034919.g001
(defined as the inverse of the mean distance of the particles to the spindle poles), and elongates the pole-to-pole turnover time. Sharp changes occur between 100 and 1000 microtubules per pole/ MTOC. This is right about the range over which the microtubule density is regulated through the cell cycle. During mitosis, each spindle pole organizes around thousand microtubules, while an interphase centrosome organizes around hundred microtubules. Therefore, by changing the density of the microtubule network, the cell is able to achieve differential regulatory effects on the microtubule-binding molecules.
Asymmetric partitioning by asymmetric spindle
Because the microtubule density is critical for the sequestration effect, an asymmetrically organized microtubule spindle would lead to asymmetric partitioning of the molecules. This can serve as a possible mechanism for the asymmetric cell division if the cell fate determinants are spatially regulated by the microtubule network. For example, the Drosophila central brain neuroblast divides asymmetrically into a neuroblast and a non-neuroblast daughter. The neuroblast daughter inherits the dominant centrosome, which, during the preceding mitosis, matures and organizes a dense microtubule array ,1 hr earlier than the other centrosome [7] . We used the computational model to mimic the asymmetric centrosome maturation process and explore the dynein-mediated spatial regulation effect by the asymmetrically growing microtubule network ( Figure 3A and C, Movie S3). During the 3000 s simulation, the number of microtubules organized by the dominant centrosome increases from 200 to 800, while the second centrosome only organizes 20 microtubules throughout the time. The second centrosome migrates from the vicinity of the dominant centrosome to the opposite side of the cell (dashed curve). As the dominant centrosome matures and grows a denser microtubule array, it imposes increasing sequestration on the dyneins. At the end of the simulation, almost all the particles are concentrated around the dominant centrosome. In the neuroblast cell, the second centrosome starts to mature at this time [7] . As we showed above, it takes ,10 5 s for particles to exchange between mature spindle poles ( Figure 1) . The huge kinetic trap prevents the particles from redistributing to the second centrosome within the time scale of mitosis. Moreover, the asymmetric distribution of the cell fate determinants requires a sufficient time delay between the maturation of the microtubule arrays organized by the two centrosomes. For a short time delay between the centrosome maturation or simply small fluctuations in the maturation process, the resultant relative differences in the microtubule density between the two arrays will gradually diminish as the number of microtubules grows. The original biased partitioning of dynein-directed particles is quenched before the microtubule density is high enough to establish the huge kinetic trap that sustains the bias ( Figure 3B and D, Movie S4). This simulation showed that the microtubule network is able to achieve both asymmetric and symmetric spatial regulation, simply by controlling the time delay between the maturation of the microtubule arrays organized by each centrosome.
We further predict that asymmetric particle partitioning not only depends on the level of asymmetry between the two microtubule arrays, but also hinges on the distance between the centrosomes ( Figure 3E) . At short inter-centrosome distances, achieving asymmetric particle sequestration requires a much higher level of asymmetry in the microtubule density than at large inter-centrosome distances. Our results thus suggest that the observed asymmetric sequestration effect [7, 10] could also be regulated by the inter-centrosome distance. Experiments that manipulate the microtubule density organized by each centrosome (such as by interfering the c-tubulin recruitment level) and the inter-centrosome distance shall be a good test for these model predictions ( Figure 3E ).
Sequestration pattern in syncytial embryo
So far we have discussed the spatial regulation of dyneindirected particles. The concentration effect evidently relies on the minus-end motility along the microtubules. But the sequestration by microtubules also works without dynein-mediated active transport. Simple binding with microtubules is enough to generate a significant sequestration effect that affects the spatial distribution and dynamics of the molecules. In fact, such sequestration effects apply to the actin-binding molecules and the actin network, too. Therefore, the following case sheds light on the general cytoskeleton-mediated sequestration, although we adopt the parameters for the microtubule system.
The cytoskeleton, including the microtubule network and the actin network, turns the cytoplasmic space into a so-called ''structured cytoplasm'', a concept proposed years ago [14, 15] . The ''structured cytoplasm'' can partially hold the cytoskeletonbinding components. For example, in a couple of cell cycles before the cellularization of the syncytial Drosophila embryo, Dorsal proteins are distributed in the cortex of the embryo ( fig.5F of [13] , also see Figure 4A , left column), where the nuclei-associated energids are semi-separated by the plasma membrane furrows and enriched with cytoskeleton [16, 17] . Fluorescence recovery after (C) ). With long time delay in centrosome maturation, the number of dyneins sequestered by the second centrosome decreases to nearly zero before the centrosome matures. With short time delay, the original bias in the partitioning of dyneins diminishes as the relative difference in the numbers of microtubule organized by the two centrosomes reduces. (E) Asymmetry of particle partitioning depends on the asymmetry of microtubule numbers organized by the two centrosomes, as well as the distance between the centrosomes. The asymmetric index is defined as (N 1 2N 2 )/(N 1 +N 2 ) , where N 1 and N 2 are the corresponding steady state particle numbers or microtubule numbers associated with each centrosome. The simulations were run with a total number of 1000 microtubules partitioned differentially between the two centrosomes. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0034919.g003 photobleaching (FRAP) and fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP) experiments showed delayed exchange of Dorsal proteins between neighboring energids ( fig. 5E and 5F of [13] , also see Figure 4B , top row).
Here we used our computational model to show that the microtubule-mediated sequestration can help explain the observed delayed diffusion. Since the interphase microtubule network is usually extensive throughout the cell, distributed with fairly even density, we simplified our simulation, using field equations to describe the spatial concentrations of the bound and unbound Dorsal proteins. The binding was characterized by an effective binding rate derived from the agent-based simulation ( Figure S1 ).
For the FRAP experiment, the computational results showed that pure diffusion restricted by furrows only evens out the concentration difference between the bleached and the unbleached energids in ,10 s ( Figure 4A and Movie S6). But with the microtubule-mediated sequestration, the FRAP takes ,40 s as observed in the experiment ( Figure 4A and Movie S5). The sequestration-hindered diffusion gives a phenomenological diffusion coefficient ,3 mm , corresponds to the microtubule density of 3 mm 22 , or 150 microtubules per energid. This is a reasonable number for interphase cells.
Our model also recapitulated the observation from the FLIP experiment, in particular, the characteristic horn-shaped contour lines from side view ( Figure 4B and Movie S7). These contour lines result from the superposition of the xy-gradient (parallel to the cortex) due to the photobleaching and the z-gradient (perpendicular to the cortex) due to the sequestration. Without the sequestration effect, the membrane furrows alone can also slow down the effective diffusion (Daniels et. al., unpublished result). But these geometric obstacles alone cannot reproduce the observed zgradient ( Figure 4B and Movie S8, S9), i.e., the increasing concentration gradient from the deeper syncytium towards the embryo cortex. Instead, it leads to contour lines that resemble flipped bowls, even if the gaps between energids are very small ( Figure 4B ). These bowl-shaped contour lines reflect the diffusional fluxes of Dorsal through the gaps. In fact, the z-gradient exists even in the steady state before FLIP ( fig.5F of [13] ), which, according to our model, is a telltale sign for the sequestration by the ''structured cytoplasm'' of the energids.
Discussion
Our agent-based stochastic simulation suggests that the microtubule-mediated sequestration effect can strongly affect the spatial localization of the molecules that directly or indirectly associate with microtubules. Conceptually, a dense microtubule network, along with its associated molecules, can be considered as a subcellular compartment in the cell, even though they are not enclosed by plasma membrane. This is in contrast to the widely accepted membrane-bounded spatial regulation mechanism. We suggest that the microtubule-based sequestration provides a general and robust mechanism that regulates the spatial localizations of cellular components (e.g. proteins and vesicles). In particular, the spatial localization effect is modulated in a cell cycle dependent manner, because the microtubule network, especially the density of microtubules, undergoes significant changes through the cell cycle. The application of the model on asymmetric cell division also sheds important light on stem cell biology.
We should note that, our model is reminiscent of the previously speculated concept of ''spindle matrix'' [18] . The microtubule spindle associated proteins, e.g. Lamin B and NUMA, haven been posited to tether non-microtubule material around the spindle over a large area, thus ''compartmentalizing'' many key proteins and membranous structures during mitosis. These additional tethering factors could enhance the effective microtubule-binding affinity, further potentiating the microtubule-mediated sequestration effect demonstrated by our model. Although we focused mainly on microtubules in this work, the same principle applies to the actin cytoskeleton, too. The actinbased network could provide similar sequestration effects of the particles with similar binding-unbinding kinetics.
Our model on dynein-mediated spatial regulation naturally extends to how kinesins, which travel to the opposite direction along the microtubules, regulate the spatial distribution of their associated cargoes. This issue was previously examined by another agent-based model [19] . Simulation with our model showed similar results as in [19] . Microtubule asters sequester kinesins to a much weaker extent than they do dyneins: there is only 2,3 times increase in the number of kinesins accumulated in the equator zone (1 mm from the equator plane) as compared to the case without microtubule sequestration (Information S3). The weaker accumulation of kinesins at the cell equator is due to the astral geometry of the microtubule arrays. As the kinesin travels away from the MTOC, the microtubule array becomes sparser. Once the kinesin falls off from the microtubule, the sparser microtubule array allows much more room for diffusing and lesser chance for re-binding, effectively reducing the phenomenological binding rate of the kinesin to the microtubule array. Our model also suggested a moderate spatial regulation effect by the topology of the microtubule spindle. The sequestration of kinesins at the cell equator is moderately improved if the microtubule asters from the spindle poles are connected by barrel-shaped, anti-parallel microtubule arrays at the middle of the spindle (Information S3). Such spindle architecture was suggested by some previous experiments [20] .
The spatial localization effect of the microtubule-dependent mechanism is also regulated by other factors, e.g. binding affinity between the particle and the microtubule (Figure S3 ), the length of microtubules (Figure S4) , the association and dissociation with motor proteins, etc. For example, the endosomal vesicles concentrate around the centrosome/MTOC during the interphase in a dynein-dependent manner [21] . This significant concentration around the MTOC at low microtubule densities suggests that the binding affinity between the endosomal vesicles and the microtubule is higher than that achieved by a single dynein (significant concentration effect emerges at unbinding rate ,0.1 s 21 for a density of 200 microtubules in the whole cell, according to Figure  S3 ). This could possibly result from the association with multiple dyneins and the consequent prolonged binding to microtubules. Meanwhile, endosomal vesicles at different stages (i.e. early endosome, late endosome, trans-Golgi, etc.) are localized differentially through the same microtubule network [22] . Similarly, in the Drosophila oocyte, various mRNA species are recruited at different regions of the cell in a microtubule-dependent manner [23, 24] . These variations in the localization patterns on the same microtubule network can only be achieved by regulating the binding affinity to the microtubule, as well as regulating the association with different types of motor proteins and their motility. All these regulatory factors themselves can change with the cell cycle, enhancing the regulatory effect of the cell cycle dependent changes in the microtubule organization. For instance, when the cell enters mitosis, the inhibition of the exocytosis pathway reduces the surface area of the cell membrane and allows the cell to round up [25] . The endosomal vesicles are essentially sequestered by the microtubule network. Since these vesicles are normally transported both by dyneins and kinesins, their sequestration could result from increased activity of the associated dyneins, decreased activity of the associated kinesins, modulated association with these motors, as well as changes in the microtubule organization and density.
In conclusion, our computational model suggests an unexplored functional role of the microtubule network in regulating the spatial localization of cellular components. The microtubule network could be defined as an organelle that compartmentalizes cytoplasm, limits random diffusion, facilitates directed transportation, and thus causes differential spatial distributions of various cellular components.
Methods
Agent-based simulation
The scheme of the agent-based simulation is given in Figure S2 . Let x I i t n ð Þ and s i t n ð Þ denote the position and the state of the i-th particle at the discrete time point t n . Let y I j , a 3-by-2 matrix represent the position of the minus end and the plus end of the j-th microtubule. The minus ends are located at the spindle pole (spherical surface of radius 1 mm). The plus ends are located at the cell cortex or the cell equator, depending on which is reached first. The microtubules do not undergo dynamical changes, i.e. y I j are time invariant. This is because the binding and unbinding largely depends on the local microtubule density, as shown by the results. Then, the equations that govern the agent-based model read as follows, where j I t n ð Þ~j 1 ,j 2 ,j 3 f gare independent random numbers drawn from the standard normal distribution N(0, 1), and x i t n ð Þ are independent random numbers drawn from the uniform distribution U(0, 1). 
Mean field simulation
Let r f be the density of free particles and r b the density of bound particles. They are computed with the following equations,
where D C , D M are the diffusion coefficients of the particle in the cytoplasm and along the microtubule respectively; V is the velocity (?0 if the particle is driven by molecular motors); n
) is the unit vector in the direction of the microtubule, pointing toward the corresponding MTOC; k u and k b are the unbinding and binding rates of the particle with the microtubule. The binding rate k b depends on the local microtubule density m( x I ). The relation between the binding rate and the microtubule density is given in Figure S1 . Information S2 gives more details of the derivation, as well as a compatibility check with the agent-based model. Figure S1 Microtubule density vs. effective binding rate to the microtubule network. 2D agent-based model is simulated to give effective binding rates to microtubule arrays of different densities with different particle sizes (1 nm, 5 nm or 10 nm in radius). In the 2D simulation the microtubule was simplified as a circle of 25 nm in diameter, and placed at the center of a square box with side length equal to the reciprocal of the designated microtubule density. The sides of the square box were set as periodic boundaries, and the microtubule circumference as reflecting boundary for the particle. Like in the 3D simulation, the particle binds to the microtubule when their shortest distance is smaller than d 0 , and unbinds with rate k. Effective binding rates were inferred from the fraction of bound particles at various microtubule densities (i.e. different box sizes). The effective binding rates only increase by 2 fold for a 10-fold increase in particle size. The curve bends upward at large particle size because volume exclusion effect becomes significant when the particles are crowded by high microtubule density. (EPS) Figure S2 Cartoon scheme of the agent-based simulation. A free particle diffuses in the cell with a diffusion coefficient, D. It binds to a microtubule when it comes within a critical distance, d 0 , from the microtubule. It unbinds from the microtubule with a dissociation rate, k. If the particle represents a molecular motor and/or motor-cargo complex, then the particle, when bound, will travel along the microtubule unidirectionally with a velocity, V. (EPS) Figure S3 The binding affinity between the particle and the microtubule affect the localization pattern of the dynein-associated particle. The simulation was carried out on a spherical cell with a single MTOC at the center of the sphere. Dynein-associated particles tend to concentrate around the MTOC. The concentration effect increases in a sigmoidal fashion as the binding affinity between the dynein and the microtubule increases. The critical binding affinity shifts as the microtubule density changes. (EPS) Figure S4 Microtubule length also affects spatial regulation. (A) 200 5-mm long microtubules around one pole, and 1000 microtubules of full half-cell span around the other. Almost all particles are sequestered by the second half-spindle with denser and longer microtubules. (B) 200 microtubules of full half-cell span around one pole, and 1000 2-mm long microtubules around the other. Only 40% particles are sequestered by the second halfspindle although it organizes more microtubules. Only 1 out of 10 microtubules are shown. While the microtubule density regulates the affinity of dyneins to the microtubule array, the spatial span of the structure determines how soon the particles can find this array by pure diffusion through the microtubule-free space, as well as how easy the particles can escape from the dense, but short microtubule array.
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Movie S1 Simulated dynein sequestration by the microtubule spindle, with all dyneins initially diffusive and homogeneously distributed in the cytoplasm. Legends follow those in Figure 1 . Information S1 Choice of parameters for the agentbased simulation, in particular, the diffusion coefficient, binding distance, time step and particle size. Author Contributions
